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If you’re in the mining or industrial sector, you
know how crucial reliable cables are. Our trailing
cables are specifically designed to withstand the
toughest conditions, providing you with the
durability and flexibility needed for heavy-duty
operations. Whether it's for mining equipment or
industrial machinery, our trailing cables are built
to perform.



Why Choose IMT Trailing Cables?

Exceptional Durability: Our trailing cables are crafted
to endure harsh environments. They resist abrasion,
impact, and harsh weather, ensuring they last longer
and reduce downtime.

1.

Superior Flexibility: Need cables that can bend
and move without compromising performance?
Our trailing cables offer outstanding flexibility,
making them ideal for dynamic applications
where constant movement is a factor.

2.

Safety First: At IMT Cables, safety is a priority.
Our trailing cables are designed to meet stringent
safety standards, providing peace of mind that
your operations are protected.

3.

Quality You Can Trust: With over five decades of
expertise in the cable industry, our products are
manufactured using state-of-the-art machinery
and rigorous quality controls. Our cables bear the
ISI mark of quality and comply with international
standards.

4.
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Our trailing cables are incredibly
versatile. They’re perfect for:

Mining equipment
Construction machinery
Industrial cranes
Any heavy-duty equipment that requires
reliable and flexible power supply

Join the IMT Family

Choosing IMT Cables means choosing a
partner dedicated to quality and innovation.
We’re not just selling cables; we’re providing
solutions that keep your operations running
smoothly and efficiently.

Stay tuned for more updates and insights into
our wide range of products. Have any
questions or need a custom solution? Don’t
hesitate to reach out to our team. We’re here
to help!

        



For More Product Contact Us

www.imtcables.com

Info@imtcables.com 

+91 9810109233

A-96, Mayapuri Ind. Area, Phase-
II,Delhi-110064

stay connected with IMT Cables!

tel:+919810109233

